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C~ER- VI 

ON THE rossiBILITY OF THEORY 0F- MEANING 
~-= ===-= • =-~ - _..........,.... _____ 

~be above discussion on different theories of meaning can 

not offer any suitable definition o:f meaning. MOreover, from 

it follows two negative outcome which are undo.ubtedly men~iOn

worthy. The first is .:. meaning can neve~ be identified as some

thing objectively specifiable. The second outcome casts· doUbt 

on the possibility of a theory of IOOaning as such. A littl• 

reflection on these two outcome# l think, would throw some light 

on the problem of meaning and thereby wot,lld place us in a somewhat 

better position to get answer of the above three questions such 

as a 

1-) Is there any entity called meaning? .if so, what sort 

of entity it is? 

2) what do we mean by •meaning' of an expression? 

3J what kind of relation holds between an expression 

arid .its meaning? 

The fa±J.ure of the referential theQry clearly points to 

the fact that rreaning cannot be identi£ied as an entity:. I£ 11;:; 

were so., this particular theory of meaning would be counted .~s 

a sat.tafac::tory one offering a general. explanation of meaning. 

Again, the ver;y fact. that the· problem of meaning may turn into 

two other problems like the problem of making sense of the notion 

of significant sequence or having a meaning. and the problem ,of 

making sense of the notion o£ synonym peculiar to grammarians and 
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lexicographers respectJ.ve~y, proves· that meaning cannot have any 

objective reality. outne say:u 

•what had been the problem o£ meaning ~i.ls down 

now tp a pair of problems in 'Vlhich meaning is best 

. not ~ntioned; .or1e ~s the problem of making sense of 

the notion of s:lgni£ ic ~t sequence, and the other .i~ 

the p;'oblem of making sense of th,e notion ot synQnymy• .• 1 

YDreover, the basic difference between the process of 

comprehending an entity and the process of understanding the 
. . . . 

meaning of an expression clearly suggests the view that me~ing 

cannot be idenfified as an en~ity. In this connection, Alston 
. . ' . 

says that whereas to understand an ent:J.ty one must have appm-

priate criteria of classification and individuation ""'!!'W these two 

conditions are no1; required in course ·of ·learning the meaning of 

the expressions like •·procrastination•·, • gradually•·,. • if" and so 

on. In .fact, in ·such ca~e.s, meaning can only .be talked about in 

its own terms. one is said to have understood meaning of these 

expressions on~y j£ he is able to use their synonymous expressions, 

such as • procrastination• means • putting· things off', 'gJ;adually• 

means 'bit by bit', • if' means ·•provided by'. 2 

l •. Quine# w.v.o •• "I:4E!an.ing in Linguistics",. From A ID2ical Point 

of View, Harvard universit~ Press, 1953, P• 49. · 

2. Alston. ;p .• , "'l'he Quest for Meanings" in Mind., Vol. 72,. 

pp. 82-83. 
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.~Y casting doubt on the possibility of a theory of.meaning 

the second outcome puts before us an important question in the 

following f.orm : Is .it really impossible to talk about a theory 

o£ meaning? In other words, in connection with ordinm;y language 

can•t we construct a theory of meaning at all? 

HOwever, in order to .face the above guestion, what .I think 

necessary is to point out the. following three reasons standi·ng 

as obstacles 'on the t-Jay to construct a theo.ry of meaning as such. 

These three reasons ,under hea.d.ings (.1). Different attitudes of . 

philosophers towards l~guage, (ii) Failure to distinguish between 

two stages of language# (ill) Failure to understand the use of an 

expression in mult;ivarious senses •. are discussed in details as 

under .• 

iJ Different attitudes of ehilosophers towards langua92 

While constructing a theory of meaning, philosophers have 

looked at meaning. from various angles. As underlying reason of ·i.t,. 

I would like to mention philosophers• different attitudes towards 

language" .M.N. ¥.litra, in hi~ article • Constraints in the construc

tion of a philosophical theory' points out • att~tude towards life 

of a particula.r philosopher' ~ ultimate constraint in the construc-
1 

tion· o£ a philosophical theory. Following M. N. Mitra, it can be 

1 .• Mitra, M.N •. ,. nconstraints in the construction of a philosophical 

theory• in Phi10SOJZhica1 Paper.!, Vol. .I, edited by Roy1 P.I<., 

North Bengal un.iversity, 198641 P• 16. 
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said that :to construct a theory of meaning philosophers have been 

guided by their different attitudes towards .language. Hence, it. 

has been not±ced that some philosophers have tr~ed to construct 

a theory of meaning by considering language as a reflection of 

reality while others talk about a tbeory of meaning considering 

language as reflection of our thought about reality and so on. 

Not only that, so far as language is concerned, attitudes of some 

philosophers have also changed in course of time.. In this respect, 

the picture theory of early Wittgenste.in _and the use theory of 

· later Wittgenstein can be noted. 

Moreover, philosophers trying to formulate a theory of 

meaning have not attached egual. i.Iqpcrtance to the three main 

aspects of language - syntax, semantics and pragmatics. ~n fact, 

<ll.fferent theories seek to explain the .. notion of meaning in terms 
. . 

of dif·ferent aspects of language. Thus, it has been not,1..ced that 

while the referential theory, · the Behavioral theory Jet~. try to . 
. . 

explain meaning in terms of semantics.,. the use theory, the veri• 

fication theory J etc •. seek to explain meaning in terms of pragmatics 

aspect •. 

.ii.) Failure to distingui.sh ... between tv:o stag,~s of language. 

Philosophers willing to formulate a theory of meaning have 

failed to distinguish between ~10 stages .of ordinary langu~ge -

learning stage and compositional stag·e, and focus their attention 



mainly on the learning stage. In fact, the distinctive features 

of these two stages have been overlooked by the philosophers •. 
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_ They fail to realise that since in course of learning· a language,. 

meaning of expressions are mostly dependent on availability of 

sone concrete situation,. a theory of meaning can work, if it \'rorks 

at all, only in learning stage. Hence, philosophers like. Davidson,. 

in the theory of radical interpretation points out that theory of 

meaning works for simplest sentence.1 c.. Bhattacharyya who does 

identify the above ~~o stages of. language as rock-bottqm s~age 

and free stage, says that to learn or to understand meaning of 

ex~essions at this rcck•bottom stage, we are mostly dependent 

on th~gs11 events!letc. ~hes~. concrete situations, according to 

him, bring me~ing to the surf.ace. 2 

on the other hand, compositional stage of a language is 

comparatively a free stage •. l.!Jeaning in this stage does not 

generally depend on ariy concrete situation. In fact, creativity, 
I 

spontaneity are distinctly manifested in this stage. Consequently, 

in such stage, language $O®times . acqu~es a mysterious pow~r. 

lienee., meaning of some expressions involving in this stage eire-

self-revealing and unique. Due to this uniqUe character, deteJ;

mination of meaning of such expressions do not. depend on any other 

1 ~ Bhattacharya. c ... , uon the uniqueness o:f meaning~ (from an 
unpublished paper) 

2. Ibid. 
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factors whether linguistic or extra-linguistic in any straight 

forward \-gay. consequentJ.y# question of formulating a ~heory of 

meaning in the composl.tional stage becomes less significant. 

iii) Failure to understand the use of an expression in 

multivarious senses'-

At the tine of framing .a theory .of :meaning,. philosophers 

ignore the very fact that in ordinary language a good number o£ 

expressions may be used in more ~han on~ sens~. And in this regard* 

the phl:' ase •·meaning of an expressiont· is not &"1.· exception.. The 

variant use of this particular phrase have been reflected ~· the 

follov1ing ·statements;. 

l 
2) •Procra9tination' means 1pu·tting things off. 

3.) • If' means 1provided by.!, 

4) 'l'hat look on his face means d:i.spleasure .. 

SJ Black clouds mean heavy rain£all •. . _....._ . - . . 

6) 'l'he shoutipg of the cow-boy .s'aying •·wolf•· means 

he is in danger. 

A careful examination reveals the fact that in the above 

six statements meaning have been usea not in a single sense. ln 

fact, the sense ill which meaning has been used in first three 

statements 1,21 :3 J.s quite dif:feren-t. from the sense used ~ the 

remaining three statements 4, S, 6. However, in the £.ir.st three 
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statements meaningsof the expressions h~ve been specified in 

terms of other expreS.sions.. In ot~r words, in each of thea state

ments 1,_2 and 3 •meaning of an expression• consists only in literal 

reproduction o£ the concerned expression. Thus, ''gradually' have 
t ' &. 

been specified in terms of bit by bit, 'procrastination' by putting 
~ ~ s 

things off and • If • by provided that. Hence, mea"ling used in this 

particular sense may be characterised as literal meaning. 

On the other hand, in statements 4,5 and 6 1meaning~of 

expressions• do not c·or!sist in literal reproduction of the con-

1cerned expressions as in 1,2 and 3. Here, 'meahin-J of an expression• 

does depend on· some extra linguistic factor • And it cannot be 

said that this extra linguistic factor would remrun the same in 

each case .. ~hus, in (4,), extra linguistic factor is identified 

with the capacity to read out a particular look, . .in (SJ, it is 

identified with the power of ~"lderstanding the 6ausal relation 

between black clouds and rainfall and in (6), extra linguistic 

factor is the pov.rer to grasp t.he intall.t;i.on of the shouting cow

boy. As CU.stinguished from literal meaning, the sense of meaning 
--=-

used in 4,5 and 6 may be characterised as distorted meaning. Again, 

corresponding to differen~ ex1~a. linguisti9 factor distorted 

meaning has varietn use. ~hus,, for example, 9J..storted neaning il':\ 

(4) has been used in sense of suggestiveness, in (5), in sense 

o_:£ ;eredicj;iOI) and in {6), in sense of intention. 

Anyway, a question may be raised here that since meaning 

of an expression involving in an analytic statement consists only 
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in its literal reproduction#, what is· .requ.tred for the present 

purpose is to focus attention on literal meaning ,.,i.,e. meaning 

used in statements (1)# (.2) and (3.l (lis~ingu.tsheQ, from distorted 

rreaning used .in (41~ (5} and (6):. 

1-bwever., a clQser examination o£ the statements., 1gradually' 

meansrbit by bitr'• ~~proc~astination>means 1putting things ofi•. 

"- -ti.f"- means L.provided byi~"'ould enable us to notice that there arises 

no difficulty regardit19 the determination of meaning .. In each of 

these stater:nents it hal? been ·Clearly stated tP.at meaning of an 

expression does consist only in another expression and ±n nothing 

else. And as soon as this point is admitted, out of the three 

basic questions of meaning with which we have started such as:, 

, l ) I?J there. any entity called !(leaning? .If so, t·1hat 

~ort of et;::Lty it is1 

2) what do 'i!>1e rreal'l by -~meaning• oJ: an expression? 

3) what ld.nd Qf relatio·n holds Petl'Teen an expression 

and its mecming? 

answers to the fir:rt two ·become available. By putting emphas.is 

on literal reproduction .it can clearly be shown that meaning o£ 

an expression can in no way be .identified as an entity o; a sort 

and .if we truly want to spec:.lfy :meaning of an expression~ .it would 

'be possible on~y ~n terms of another expression and nothing else. 



Now, in colll)ec::tion with answering question (3J. also,, the 
' 

above version would face no difficu~ty at all. Regarding i:Jle kind 

of relation hol.ding between expJ;ession and what .it means, tt 
could be pointed out that it is only on the basis of the notion 

of synonymity thQt we can identify 'gradually• with • b.it bJf bJ,.t• , 

'procrastination• with •putting things off', 'if' with •·provided 

by' and so on. 

However, the point is that ali;hough at first sight the 

above version of meaning aPPears to be very much promising,. .it 

cannot achieve the desired result • .It is undoubtedly :t;rue 'that 

speci£ication of meaning is more fundamental use of mean~g than 

any other use of it and the .role of literal meaning in t~· ··follow

ing aspects can in no way be ignored,a 

1) The very conditi~ of learning .a language presuppolses 

the le<arning. of its litera~ meaning. 

2) Without prior knowledge of literal meaning of an ~ression, 

one would be able ne.it~$r to understand .lior to use the e3pr~ion 

!in any distorted sense. 

3) To· know the meaning of an expression presuppose~ ~ Jmow 

it in literal sense i.e. not in any distorted sense. So~dy may 

not be accused o~ not knowing the meaning of the expressiOn • wolf·~ 

while he fails to grasp the intention of the shouting cow~y. Now, 

in the same WfiY # :Lt cannot be said that one does know the meaning 
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1 ~ 

of the expression • gradually• without knowing bit by bit. 

4) From the standpoint of language also, literal meaning of 

an exp~ession may be considered as more :fund~ental than J.ts 

distort(!d meaning. Hence, while understand.ing of distorted meaning 

requ.tres some extra linguistic capacity, l.iteral meaning .requires 

no such-capacity. 
\ 

S) A study of literal meaning is required in a number of 

cases like translation,_ oblique reference and in any metallnguistic 

use "Trl*'e meaning in the :first order languas;e needs to be 

stabil~sed. Hence~- it has be~n argued that we fe~l the need for 

literali mea,ning whenever a standardiZ~tion of meaning becomes 

centra.ll to a particular linguistic funct~on.1 . .., 

6J ;It has been :pointed out, 

-~iLack of contextual determirUsm make~ Uteral mecming 

:less specific and therefore more accommodative to 

'trariCition". 2 
I 

\ 
·:pespite the above advantages# the following objections 

have been raised against the role of literal meaning in a language. 

/l) It has been argued that meaning in this sense of 

linguistic pattern may be used only witbin an abstract deduct1.ve 

system'as follows~ 

1. M:>.itra, Shefali, "Literal Meaning and the Role of Context" 
in !logical Form Predication and Ontolog,l• edo by sen, Pranab 

Ktmis::.r.,--Macr.nilJ_an India Ltd.,, 1982, p. 191. 

2. Ibid. 
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_1, 

A 

•Here the term ox.-iginally assumed will .be •undefined' ~ 

and other ~rms •. introduced by def.in.ition, will be 

assigned a rrean,ing only in the sense of stipulated 

relation to these undefined terms. ~he who,le set. of 

such terms. deifined and undefined together; will bave 

·only such mecming as accrues to them through such· 

definitive relationships. to one another and througb 

some set of further pOstulated relations ·Which limit; 

'the possible in:l;erpretation of them.· Within such .an ; 

absb."ac:t sys1;em'" the terms useCl will have m~aning o~~y 
' . ' ' 

1.16 

to the exte~t c;md in the sense ~etermined by the complex 

pattern of analyti~ relationsh.ips* originating in s~pula-

2). 

.. 
tiona of linguistic usage and exhibited in extenso in 
. ' 1 

the system itself as deductively developed* •. 

lt has been pointed out 

"~f we th,ink of the meaning of words and expressions; 

onlz as something specifiable in terms o~ other wore!s 

and other expressiOns# then it must strik4a us that , 

all use o£ language has somewhat the character of stltch -
an abstract deducUve system•. ~a 

l. .I:OWi.s, C• L ., *Linguistic Me.aning And· sense Meaning", in ·. · 
An Analysi.s of Knowledge .. and Valuation, Open Court. La S\6-UVe, 

Illinois# 1971, PP•· 139-140. 

2. Ibid, p. 140. 



3. If meaning of an expression is specifiable only in terms 

of another expressiol), meaning in that case wou.ta suffer £rom 

c.ircul,rity. · 

4. It has been argued that if meaning o£ an expression does 

end .in another expz;~ssion actually :i.t would express noth,tng. 

Hence~:.:. th~ 'language, system• as a whole would 'have no illter-
'-. 

I 

pretation' ~:· and there would be no such t ac~ as the meaning of 

1 .. 1 
angua~~ 

. HOt..rever,. wittl the ~elp .pf the abov~ ar,guments some 

philo~phers have tr~ed. to e.s~abl,ish the view that specific~tion 

of meaJiting .in. term~ of another expressio~ strould .... not. b~. considered 

as proper· acc()unt. Q~ me~ing since such specification would 
• ' f ' 

actu~ly explain nothing~ 

lAn.YWay,l in the above ci.i:9~stan,g~s, any; suitable account 
. '' '· . . ' 

• I • 

of meaaills«·- J: think;. should take two negative and one ·ws-itiv~ 

stan~Ji!Oint;- Nesativelg~ _such account· ~uld re£rai.n from adopting 

the · fo~~wing two tendencies~• . l) ·to consider meaning: statement 

as ide#t±tv•statementf 2) to overlook the fundamental role ;elare£J:_ 

bz t~e ;notion of sy;nonymj.tv in <?-eterminin2 ·meaning of. an ex;eression. 
- . 

And from _the :ggsit.ive pgint of view, on tpe other hand( auch 

account would e:!.2~ain the_~derstanding of_ meaninQ merely as a 

p.roc~~, -and ~ot as a product.;. 

1. Ibid, p.. 140: • .-



Now, in order to show that. meaning-statement should not .be 

identif.ied with identity•statement)we are to look at. the fol;lowing 

statements' 

a) ~he capital of Dld:La is De~uu.. 

bJ The fJ.r.st man on the_ top of t® EVez:est i.s ~enzin~·· 

c:J Procrastination means putting th~gs off. 

d)! .1£· means prov.idec.i by. 

-Among the above four,., the ~irst two state.rrents at;e. 

considered as identity statements \-rhile the remaining two a;ce 

meaning statements. That t~he i.denti.t~statements and tPe m,~aning.;. 

statements are. not o·f the same categow rathe.tt qu±te d.tffe.rent 
' ' . 

from t3ach other can be shown by the following reasonsa 

. . t) In each of the abov~ statenents (a). and_ (b), a. na=e of· 

enti1;y is r~~~r;-~ to by defin;ite desc;-ipti~n~ '.rhat is to say. 

in an ident~ty statement a-dsfin1te.description doe4 ident~£y 

the name of th~ .~nt_ity~ ~hus., ~the_ capital.o:f ;tnaia' do~s re;fe~ to 

Delhi,. •'the first man, on the top of the Everest• ~es ref~ to 

~enz~g. tiherea$ in aac,h of .1;he :;ltatements (c;). and (d) thef:e is. 

nei.ther· any entity nor any definite "'esc;:~.ipt,:i.on of it. A m?aning 

can be .referred to only as a 'meaning. Hence~ apy gue~tion regarding 

the identification o£ meaning-statement with identity-statement 

does not arise at a~l. 
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J.i) Conditions for understanding meaning-statements .is 

quite di£ferent from conditions of understanding identi~y-stateroents. 

An .identification picks out the particu~ar individual or type from 

other individuals or types.. ACcordging to Alston# to understand an 

ident.ity-stat·ement one must· have appropriate criteria of (1) class.i.

ficati()D and (2) individua.tion, :t"lhile .ooderstanding a meaning

statement is a matter .of knowing _(in pract:l,.ce) the conditions under 
1 

t'll'hich tt1o t·tords have ~~:he same use. 

i.ii) That a: meaning-sta~ement is quite different from an 

identit_y-statement ean he. shown by the tact that .i:f somebody fails 

to identify the f;lrst man on the top o.f the EVerest with Tenzjng, 

he would not be accused of not knowing the meaning of the. expression 

• the first man on the top of the Everest • •. On the other hMd, in 

case of a meaning-statement like tprocrastination means putting 

things .off•., if somebody fails to identify •procrastination• with 

•putting things off' he vrould be accused of not. knowing the meaning 

of the expression 'procrastination•· .• 

~he above difference loetween the. meaning.o.statements and· 

identity-statements is $Uff.icient to show that any a:t:.tempt to . 

a~similate these two types of, stat;ernents is bound to be futile. 

1. Alston~ l?•• "The Quest for Meanings0 • in Z.1ind, Vol. 72, -pp. 82~63. 
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In the same way .it can be showed that without taking. into 

account the role of synonym.ity any attempt to explain meaning .ts 

bound to be futile. Quine points out 

0 0nce the theory of meaning is sharply separated fxom 

the theory of . reference, i.t is a short step to recog

nizing as the pr.i.mnry business of· the theory ot meaning 

simply the synonym of linguistic ~orrns and the analyticity 

of statements .... 1 

In fact~ philosophers who think that i:f meaning of an 

expression is specifiable in terms of another expression it would 

serve no purpose of langu~ge, actually overlook the second part 

of the slogan • meaning o1: an expression is specified in terms of 

.another expression synon:rmous with the first' .. 'l.'he second part 

.t.e. • synonymous with the first• does i.mply that :£1o· determine 

meaning of an expression vre cannot be guided by .individual will. 

That .is to say, as. meaning of a particular expression we cannot 

ident!fy any expression of language. ~t ~~ needless to s~~ that 

there must be some cr.tt~~.ion according to t-rhich we would be able 

to specify a synonymous expression as meaning o:f a particular 

expression. Now, \~hat wouid be the criterion Qf synonymit;y is not 

our concern here. · .It .is only to point o1,1t that the £~lur~ to 

understand the role of synonymity is.nothing but failure to 

--~--------------------
le Quine, w.v.o. • "'l'tiO Dogmas of Empiricism• in From A 1o21cal 

Point of V.iew, Ha.tvard University Press., 1953, p. 22.,. 



understand a crucial point involving in meaning-situation. ,And 

as a result of it, any account of ~aning, J: think, would bound 

to be improper. 

In the light of the above account if we look at the problem 

of meaning, it would appear in somewhat new foxm. ~·/hat ha~$ ;;,een 

considered as the problem of meaning so far# would a~~u~lly_b~ a 

problem of synQnymity now. T~ basic problem would consist not 

in 1 l~hat 'W~~ld be the criterion to determin~ th~ meaning of an 

expression?·'· rather in 1 uhat would be. th~ criterion to de~;errnine 

a synonymous E;Xp.;ession .'Serving as mea'ling of another expression?' 

Hence, attempts of the theori.e~ to identify meaning sometimes with 

referrent, sometimes with idea, sometimes w,ith use, sometimes with 

truth and so on -- would not be considered as correct stsp of 

eXplaining meaning. Since, meaning ·of an expression would al"t·'lays 

be another expression, any question like 'what do we mean by. 

' . meaning of an expressiollY should not be entertained. In consequence, 

the main theme of each ,,f the different theories of meaning would 

turn in the fo11ot~ing ways. Thus, •meaning of an expression J.s its 

referrent• would turn into 'meaning of an expression is another 

expression having the same referrent• # 'meaning of an express·ion 

is the. idea it evokes• would be ·• meaning o£ an express .ion is another 
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expression evoking the same idea•, • meaning of an expression 

is its truth-condition• v1ould .turn into 'meaning of an expression 

is another expression having the same truth-value• "# •meaning o£ 

an exoression .is its use• ~10uld turn into '-meaning of an expression 

is another expression having the same use• and so on •. Hence, 

theor.ie~ of mean.i:ns mig:t"lt be labelled as theories of smonymj,t;y-. 

And this part~cular notion of synonymity would rightly deserve 

proper expl;;mation 'l.'lhich it lacks most and needs most~ 

The positive s-t;;andpoint of. an adequate account of meani~g,. 

I think, should consist of understanding meaning of an ES!xpression 

as a process. The earlier discussion on meaning has clearly point~ 

out that neither meaning can be identified as an entity of a sort,. 

nor can it be embodied in the series of sounds or in the series of 

ink-marks. Rather,. _meaning of an expression can only be grasped 

or understood. Not..r, to bear and to understand an expression which 

is heard is not a question of recognizing previously learned 

sentences. In fact. to speak in a language is to be able to construct 

sentences never constructed before and to understand sentences 

never heard befqre. it is, however, a creative process. According 

to Noam Chomsky:. 

"••• the normal use of language is innovative, in the 

sense that much of ll'lhat we say in the course of normal. 

~anguage use is entirely new, not a repetition of 
l 

anything that we have heard before"~ 

Now, since understanding meaning of an 

1. Chomsky, Noarn, Language and Mind Harcourt, Brace & world, 
Inc~ 1968, P• 10. 
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expression is a process it would be wrong to speak o£ meaning as 

something abstracted from that process. Consequently,. without 

taking into account the process of understanding any account of 

meaning,. :I _think, would bound to be incomplete •. Anyway,· the process 

involving in understanding meaning of an expression would be cons.i.-

dered as a circular process. 

At one end of this process there is the speaker or the 

writer,. while at another and is i;he hearer or t}}e reader.. The 

. speaker or the writer objectivizes his subjective thought through 

a linguistic expression. The hearer or the reader on the other 

hand,. goes through the expression and then subjectiv~es the thought. 

Hence,. output of the speaker or the writer becomes input of the 

hearer or the reader. And the pro~ess involves tWo •types o~ meaning 

- intended or given meaning, .i.e. rreaning which the speaker intends 

to communicate and received ~aning 1.i.e. meaning which the hem;er 

does grasp. Now, proper understanding of the meaning of an expression 

does depend on the synonymity of these two types o£ meaning

intended meaning and received meaning .. failing o£ which results 

misunderstanding or m.isinterpreting the meaning~~< 

Now.. in the light of the above discussion if we look at the 

concept of meaning the basic question COJ1Cerning meaning such as 

•what do we mean by meaning of an expression?* wou;ld now turn into 

• What do we mean by understanding the meaning of expression?• And 

since understanding the meaning of an expression is nothing but 

understanding a·process -a process involving synonymity o£ 



intended mean.tng and received meaning, it becomes really di.fficult 

to talk about m~aning in any absolute sense. 

Now,. the point i.s that if in ordinary language speaking 

o£ meaning in absolute sense is not possible, then in su~h language 

it would not be equally possible to construct a theory of meaning. 

The notion of a theory of meaning is tied up with the llOt.ion of 
= 

absolute meaning. 

Just as in the preceding chapt_er, here also question may 

be raised regarding the. possibility o£ exact synonymity of tt-ro 

types of meaning;~namely, received meaning and i:Qtended meaning. 

The question :J.s :'can we speak o~ exact synonymy of intended 

meaning and received meaning?' Now, in connection with the question, 

it can be pointed out that the problem o:f :finding out exact 

synonymity of intended meaning and received meaning is a problem 

mostly peculiar· to creative aspect of ordinary language.· As under

lying reason, .it can be mentioned that in such aspect· of language 

_understanding of meaning does not depand on linguistic or extra-

linguistic factor in a straight raay. nov-rever, the earlie~ dis~ussion 

on synonymity has led to the conclusion that if we are to talk 

about synonymity in ordinary language. it is on~y tne· degrees of 

likeness of meaning t'le are referring to"' In the sam~a \'lay it can 

be said that understanding. of the meaning of an expression p~ 

supposes more or less likeness of intended meaning and received 

meaning. 'J:he more the rE!ceived meaning t"J'ould .be nearer to intended 

meaning. the mere accurate would be the process of understanding. 


